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INT. TALK SHOW SET – DAY

CHAURLY, the talk show host, and MARY, 15, sits on stage in front of a live audience consisting of Pharisees. Both the audience and MARY wear traditional biblical garments.

CHAURLY
Welcome back to the Chaurly show ladies and gentlemen. On today’s program we’re interviewing scandalous women who have dark secrets to reveal to their spouses. I want you all to meet Mary. Mary is a beautiful 15 year-old girl who has everything she could ever ask for. She has a cozy home in Nazareth, a loving husband named Joseph, and a healthy newborn baby boy named Jesus. But all is not right in Mary’s world for she has a hidden secret which Joseph does not know about. So Mary, what’s your secret?

MARY
(crying)
Umm ... well ... I cheated on my husband.

The audience boo’s and hollers. Several curse words are beeped out.

CHAURLY
Is that all?

MARY
No ... I cheated on my husband ... and I’m not sure if the baby is his.

The audience hollers even louder. More curse words are censored. Someone in the audience throws a rock at MARY and it hits her in the head.

MARY
Ow!
CHAURLY
(to audience)
Now hold on for one damn minute! There will be no stonings until after the show. Do you understand me? Not a single rock is to be thrown. Christ almighty, last week you killed that poor Stephen fellow before we could even get a story out of him. My producer was pissed! So let’s allow Mary to elaborate for a little while before you all decide to go Old Testament on her ass.
(to MARY)
Are you ready to tell your husband your filthy secret?

MARY
Not really.

CHAURLY
Then let’s bring him out. Ladies and gentlemen, meet Mary’s husband and the #1 carpenter in all of Nazareth, Joseph!

JOSEPH, 35, walks out from behind backstage and sits next to MARY. The audience claps.

CHAURLY
So Joseph, do you know why Mary brought you here today?

JOSEPH
No sir.

CHAURLY
Are you nervous?

JOSEPH
Yes.

CHAURLY
How nervous?

JOSEPH
Incredibly nervous.
CHAURLY
Did you sleep last night?

JOSEPH
Not a wink.

CHAURLY
Did you have nightmares?

JOSEPH
All night.

CHAURLY
How could you have had nightmares if you weren’t sleeping?

JOSEPH
Umm ... I don’t know.

CHAURLY
The suspense is killing you isn’t it?

JOSEPH
Why are you toying with my emotions like this?

CHAURLY
For the ratings. Now stop trying to hog airtime for yourself Joseph. It’s time for your whore of a wife to come clean.

JOSEPH looks befuddled.

CHAURLY
Mary? We’re all waiting.

MARY
Umm ... Joseph, you know that I love you, right?

JOSEPH
Of course.

MARY
And that I will always be at your side forever, right?
JOSEPH
Yes.

MARY
And that I’d never leave you, no matter how small your carpenter tool might be.

JOSEPH
God damn it Mary! Will you please just blurt it out?

MARY
I cheated on you!

The audience hoots and hollers. Curse words are beeped out. Someone in the audience throws a rock at MARY and it hits her in the head.

MARY
Ow!

CHAURLY
Gentlemen, watch your fire! Christ, you guys are like a pedophile at Bible camp– you both get your rocks off before it’s even finished.

JOSEPH
Mary how could you?

MARY
I’m so sorry Joe! It was a mistake, I promise!

JOSEPH
Why would you drag me onto national television to tell me this? Why couldn’t you just tell me at home?

CHAURLY
Because you physically abuse her at home.

JOSEPH
What?! No I don’t!

MARY
I thought it would be easier if I told you on TV.

JOSEPH
How could this be easier by making me look like an ass in front of the entire world?

MARY
I don’t know Joe, I’m so sorry!

JOSEPH
Who did you do it with?

MARY
Oh god ... with God!

JOSEPH
What?!

CHAURLY
Let’s bring him out. The creator of the entire Earth and all of mankind ... God!

GOD walks out from behind backstage. He has a white beard, curly white hair, and dresses like a gangster. He wears saggy jeans, sunglasses, a backwards hat, and has a gold grill on his teeth.

The audience boo’s him and gives him the thumbs down. GOD gives the audience the middle finger and curses at them before sitting down next to JOSEPH.

JOSEPH
(bewildered)
God?! Why would you ... how could you ... what is going on?

GOD
Why would I what? Bang a hot piece of 15 year-old virgin ass? Because it gets lonely up in heaven mother f*cker! I was getting tired of just watching from above. A brother can only glaze his knuckles for so long.

CHAURLY
God, would you mind telling us what happened that shameful night?

GOD
Well it wasn’t no silent night that’s for sure!

The crowd cheers maliciously.

CHAURLY
And why was that?

GOD
Because Mary was on her knees for hours, but she wasn’t praying!

The crowd cheers spitefully once again.

CHAURLY
Would you mind going a little more in detail?

GOD
Well, Chaurly, a gentleman doesn’t kiss and tell ... but I did spray my holy water all over them sweet titties!

JOSEPH
That’s it! I’ve had enough!

JOSEPH chokes God as the crowd goes wild with excitement. Many curses are beeped out.

CHAURLY
Joseph, contain yourself!

CHAURLY steps in and breaks up the fight between JOSEPH and GOD. JOSEPH sits back in his chair.

GOD
Son of a bitch, you crazy ass cracker! She wasn’t that great. Did you forget that she was a virgin? Virgins always suck their first time. Then again, it wasn’t Good Friday, but I still tore her tabernacle curtains in two!
The crowd goes wild with excitement and curses are censored yet again. JOSEPH gets up to choke GOD, but CHAURLY holds him back.

CHAURLY
Remember what I said Joseph. Calm yourself, he’s not worth it.

JOSEPH sits back down.

CHAURLY
So Mary, there’s still something you need to tell Joseph.

JOSEPH
Oh god Mary. Please no more. I don’t think I can handle it.

CHAURLY
Go on Mary, tell him.

MARY
It’s about Jesus. I don’t know if he’s yours or God’s!

JOSEPH
What?!

GOD
What?!

The crowd boo’s and hollers. Curses are beeped out. Someone in the audience throws another rock at Mary and it hits her in the head.

MARY
Ow!

CHAURLY
I’m not going to say this again. No one is getting stoned right now.

GOD
(while taking a hit from a bong)
Speak for yourself.

CHAURLY
So Joseph, what are you feeling right now?

JOSEPH
I feel hurt ... betrayed ... confused. Mary how could you? You meant everything to me.

CHAURLY
And God, what do you think about Jesus possibly being your son?

GOD
I think that’s a load of bullsh*t Chaurly! That baby ain’t mine! He can go die on a cross for all I care. This player wraps his holy dick before pounding some moist panty’d chick.

CHAURLY
Well why don’t we find out whose child this belongs to? Ladies and gentlemen, the DNA results are in!

A STAGEHAND hands CHAURLY an envelope.

CHAURLY
Before we find out for sure though, Joseph, what are you going to do if Jesus isn’t yours?

JOSPEH
Well, I’ve thought about it for a while and even though I may not be Jesus’ biological father, I’m still his dad. So I’m going to stick with the marriage and tough it out because that’s what real men do.

The audience aww’s and claps.

CHAURLY
Doesn’t matter, you’ll be dead in a couple of years anyways.

JOSPEH
What did you say?
CHAURLY
I said I’m sure the Bible will tell about your amazing dedication to your wife and the Christ child all throughout the New Testament. Now let’s get this show on the road.

CHAURLY opens up the envelope and reads the results.

CHAURLY
In the case of 2 month-old baby Jesus, God, you are NOT the father!

GOD jumps to his feet and starts dancing. The crowd cheers with excitement. JOSEPH and MARY happily hug each other and cry for joy. GOD gives several audience members high-fives. Curses are beeped out.

GOD
Time to get crunk!

CHAURLY
Wait a second everybody, we’re not finished yet. I’ve got one more test result in my hand.

The audience quiets down.

CHAURLY
In the case of 2 month-old baby Jesus, Joseph, you are NOT the father either!

JOSEPH steps back from MARY and is enraged. Everyone in the audience, including GOD, boo’s and hollers at MARY. Curses are censored. Someone in the audience throws a rock at MARY and it hits her in the head. Everyone goes silent immediately. The air is filled with anticipation.

CHAURLY
(laughing)
Yes, yes, yes. You can go stone her now, but do it outside! We just got new carpet installed in the studio.

The audience cheers. MARY is mortified and screams. The audience, GOD, and JOSEPH all chase her out of the studio.
with rocks in their hands.

CHAURLY
(to the camera)
Well that’s our show folks. Make sure you tune in tomorrow when we interview young girls who are out of control. She may only be 14, but Esther thinks she can rule the entire Persian Empire. Will our teen counselor, John the Baptist, scare her straight? Find out tomorrow, on Chaurly.